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OPERATION:

PROBLEM:

Pressure testing of pipes for leaks, seams, cracks or
imperfections is an important quality control process, but can
prove to be a tedious task. With this automatic hydro-tester,
the process is both simplified and consistently monitored.

To find a simplified but consistent pressure testing system
for various sizes of pipe.

Various size PVC piping from 4" to 12" and up to 20 ft. long
can be tested. The pipe is placed into a bottom V-channel and
held in place by an upper V-support block. The heads or end
seals are secured and water is fed into the pipe. While the
pipe fills, air is vented out. When the pipe is completely filled,
the vent is sealed and the pipe is brought up to a
predetermined pressure. Both test time and pressure are
automatically recorded. The test time varies with the pipe size
from 30 seconds to 3 minutes. The pressure the pipe is
subjected to will also vary with its intended purpose and rating.

Install a high pressure CAT PUMP to provide a smooth
steady pressure build-up for pressure testing.

The CAT PUMP has provided a fast, smooth pressure buildup for this application. It has also provided significantly less
initial installation costs than previous air activated intensifiers.
The machinery can be tailor made to fit the type of pipe
needing testing. Other CAT PUMP models such as the 650 are
used with hydraulic fluids to test steel pipe at 1500-2000 PSI.

SOLUTION:

SPECIFICATIONS:
CAT PUMPS Model .......................................................820
Pressure .......................................................up to 1000 PSI
Flow ...............................................................up to 10 GPM
Temperature ...........................................................Ambient
Fluid............................................................................Water
Duty Cycle .........................................................Continuous
Drive ..............................................................5 H.P. Electric
BENEFITS:
Fast smooth pressure build-up.
Reduced operating costs.
● Compact and lightweight for easy installation.
●
●

“Customer confidence is our greatest asset”
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